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The response of a detector fabricated on a silicon substrate in the form of a metamaterial that is a 10 × 10 matrix
of split rings containing superconductor–insulator–normal metal–insulator–superconductor tunnel struc-
tures to submillimeter wave radiation has been experimentally studied. At voltages below the superconducting
gap, the electron temperature Te at the substrate temperature T ∼ 0.1 K is ∼0.23 K due to overheating by spu-
rious radiation. At the substrate temperature T ∼ 0.3 K, the electron temperature is close to the substrate tem-
perature Te ≈ T. In both cases, with increasing voltage, Te decreases due to electron cooling and reaches 0.19 K
at a voltage corresponding to the maximum response. The response at T = 0.1 K is greater than that at T ∼
0.3 K by a factor of 5–6. Thus, cooling of only electrons does not provide the same responsivity as cooling of
the detector as a whole.
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A characteristic feature of tunneling structures of
the type superconductor–insulator–normal metal–
insulator–superconductor (SINIS) is the cooling
effect of a normal metal electrode N when current
flow. It is caused by the fact that when the bias voltage
at the NIS junction is lower than the energy gap Vgap =
kΔc/e (Δc [K] is the energy gap of the superconductor),
the current is provided by the highest-energy elec-
trons. As a result, a heat f lux transfers from a normal
metal to a superconductor. In this case, the total
power, which consists of the Joule heating IU and the
power of electronic cooling, is dissipated in supercon-
ducting elements and leads to their overheating rela-
tive to the cold substrate. It partially transfers to a nor-
mal metal due to backward tunneling and phonon
transport, and often can be less than the cooling
power. In this case, the electron temperature of the
normal metal Te can become lower than the tempera-
ture of the substrate.

The authors of [1] mention that electron cooling in
SINIS structures may be useful for detecting terahertz
radiation, because the sensitivity of such detectors is
higher if the temperature is lower. Subsequently, this
idea was often presented as a way to achieve the ulti-
mate sensitivity of detectors using the relatively simple
technology of cooling by pumping liquid 3He rather
than more complex and expensive methods like dilu-

tion refrigeration (see, e.g., [2, 3] and references
therein).

However, cooling an electronic system is not
equivalent to cooling a sample as a whole. For exam-
ple, in [3] the phonon temperature Tph changes little
during electron cooling. In [3], the rate of energy
exchange between electrons and phonons is described
by the expression Pe–ph = , where Σ is the
interaction constant and  is the sample volume.
Therefore, e.g., at T ∼ 0.3 K, when the electron tem-
perature is halved, the heat transfer is determined by
the phonon temperature, and at bath temperature
T ∼ 0.1 K, the heat transfer will be determined by the
higher electron temperature, and the response will
vary greatly.

Another feature that radically differs the SINIS
operation as a terahertz radiation detector from a
bolometer operation detecting the heating at a con-
stant or relatively low-frequency current is a signifi-
cant excess of the radiation energy quantum "ω over
kT. For example, at a frequency of 350 GHz, corre-
sponding to one of the transparency windows of the
Earth’s atmosphere, "ω/k ≈ 17 K. As mentioned in
[4], the electrons absorbing such photons, on average,
acquire an equivalent thermal energy of about 8–9 K,
and then a complex multistage relaxation process
occurs with the emission and absorption of phonons
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Fig. 1. (Color online) (1) Current–voltage characteristic
of the metastructure at T = (0.095 ± 0.01) K in the loga-
rithmic scale, (2) its initial section at low voltages, and
(3) the calculated Andreev current.
and with electron–electron interaction. It begins with
the very fast creation of high-energy phonons and
continues with more and more slow processes. In this
case, characteristic times even at particle energies of
the order of 2 K are comparable with a tunneling time
of the order of a dozen nanoseconds and high-energy
electrons leave the normal metal before the state
described by the Fermi distribution with temperature
Te established in the electronic system. As shown in
[4], the maximum response is achieved when the resis-
tance of NIS junctions with an area of 1 μm2 is about
10 kΩ, which is an order of magnitude higher than the
resistance of commonly studied structures exhibiting
electron cooling. A lack of equilibrium in the elec-
tronic system during the irradiation of the SINIS
detector at a frequency of ≈350 GHz observed in [5].

The experiments described below demonstrate the
difference between the SINIS response of terahertz
radiation detectors at the same electron temperature,
but at different sample temperatures. The measure-
ments carried out with a planar receiving structure
made of metamaterial on a silicon chip [6], which is a
10 × 10 matrix of identical antennas connected in
series for direct current. Each element is a split-ring
aluminum antenna with an external diameter of
54 μm, with SINIS elements in each of four breaks.
The matrix area is 0.38 mm2. The structure of the tun-
nel junctions consists of lower normal electrode of
aluminum with a thickness of 14 nm on an iron sub-
layer of 1.2 nm, which suppresses superconductivity,
tunnel barrier, and top superconducting aluminum
electrode. An aluminum oxide film with a thickness of
about 1 nm serves as a tunnel barrier between a normal
and superconducting aluminum layer with a thickness
of 80 nm. The area of each tunnel junction is 1 μm2,
and the absorber strip between the normal layers in the
SINIS structure has sizes 1 × 0.1 μm. The normal
resistance rn of single junctions is 1.15 kΩ, the total
resistance of the structure is Rn = 230 kΩ. Compared
to detectors with a small number of elements with bias
voltage about hundreds of microvolts, the voltage
across a multi-element structure reaches tens of milli-
volts. Because of this, the signal to noise ratio in array
is much larger than that of single SINIS, which is
important both in measuring the response, especially
at a relatively high temperature, and in calculating the
electron temperature for a normal electrode in which
radiation is absorbed.

In measurements, we use data acquisition system
with NI USB 6289 ADC/DAC I/O board. Samples
were current biased via series resistors connected to
DAC voltage output. The voltage across the structure
was amplified by two orders of magnitude by an
instrumental amplifier operating at room tempera-
ture, and digitized with ADC. Measurements carried
out at chip temperatures of 0.09–0.5 K using a dilu-
tion microcryostat [7].

The response to electromagnetic radiation was
measured using a black body radiation source, which
was a current-heated NiCr film with a resistance of
about 300 Ω/□ deposited on a sapphire substrate
0.3 mm thick. The current to this source was applied
through copper wires with a diameter of 0.02 mm and
a length of ∼1 cm, with which it was attached to a
holder at a temperature of 0.4–0.5 K. We heat the film
up to 7–8 K with applied power of tens of microwatts
without significant influence on the operation of
cryostat.

The I–V curve measured with a “cold” source at a
chip temperature T = 0.095 K is shown in Fig. 1. The
dynamic resistance corresponding to this I–V curve is
Rd(U = 0) = 920 MΩ and Rd(U = 0)/Rn = 4000. With
such a large resistance ratio, as a rule, the Andreev
current appears, exceeding the single-electron tunnel-
ing current [8]. As was found in the cited paper, for
NIS transitions with suppression of the normal elec-
trode superconductivity by the magnetic sublayer,
only that component of the Andreev current retained,
which is due to the diffusion motion of excitations in
the superconducting electrode. At low voltages far
from the gap, it has the form, according to [9]:

The electron temperature Te of normal elements is
determined by the single-electron current. In order to
extract electron temperature from the total current of
the experimental I–V characteristic, the Andreev con-
tribution subtracted by choosing the coefficient Ks so
that Te varies insignificantly at low voltages. This obvi-
ous requirement is because at low voltages, both heat-
ing and cooling are low and cannot significantly affect
the temperature. Actually, the Andreev current was
found to be needed to account at voltages less than
(0.2–0.3)kΔc/e, since its contribution is negligible at
higher voltages. The temperature Te is calculated
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Fig. 2. Calculated voltage dependences of Te and Te – T at
two temperatures T = (0.095 ± 0.01) K and T = (0.316 ±
0.02) K with a cold radiation source and a source heated to
(7.05 ± 0.1) K.

K

according to the well-known formula of the tunnel
theory for a single-particle current given in [10, 11]:

Here, Rn is the normal resistance of the junction,

 is the density of states in the

superconductor according to the BCS theory, and
nN(E, Te) and nS(E, TS) are the Fermi distribution
functions in the normal metal and superconductor,
respectively. The above formula formally includes the
temperature of the superconductor, but symmetrizing
the integrand, we obtain the following more conve-
nient formula that does not contain terms that depend
on the temperature of the superconductor [12]:

For each point of the measured current–voltage
characteristic, the electron temperature Te calculated
using numerical integration so that the difference
between the measured current and the value of the
expression on the right side of this formula did not dif-
fer by more than a hundredth of a percent, which obvi-
ously exceeds the measurement accuracy. It is import-
ant to note that the electron temperature value gener-
ally depends on the parameters of junction. Moreover,
if for low bias voltages this influence is relatively weak,
then for voltages close to Vgap = kΔc/e it is significant.
For matrix structures, the situation is more compli-
cated due to the presence of a small spread in the
parameters for different junctions, which is confirmed
by the smearing of the minimum of the differential
resistance. Therefore, the calculation results near the
gap (U > 0.8k∆c) can be significantly distorted. In
addition, in general, the results of calculating electron
temperatures should be treated with caution, since the
calculations are based on the assumption of equilib-
rium of the electronic system, i.e., described by the
Fermi function of the electron energy distribution. As
noted above, when irradiated with high-energy pho-
tons, this condition is not guaranteed.

The results of calculating Te from the I–V charac-
teristics measured at chip temperatures T of 0.095 and
0.316 K with radiation source “cold” and heated to
7.05 K are shown in Fig. 2. The voltage dependences
of temperature changes Te – T under the influence of
radiation also given there. As follows from the above
results, at T = 0.095 K, the electron temperature at
U ≪ Vgap is significantly higher than this value of bath
temperature. Such a difference usually observed for
SINIS detectors and, apparently, this is due to spuri-
ous room-temperature radiation [13]. With additional
irradiation from a heated source, Te increases notice-
ably. With an increase in voltage in all of Fig. 2 cases,
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electron cooling observed. Note that the radiation-
induced increase in the electron temperature at
0.095 K at low voltages is about five times higher than
that at 0.316 K. This, in order of magnitude, corre-
sponds to the expected ratio of temperature responses
during electron–phonon interaction, when for the
same absorbed power it can be expected that δTe(T =
0.095 K)/δTe(T = 0.316 K) ≈ (0.316/0.2)4 ≈ 6.

Figure 3 shows the voltage,  –
 = 7.05 K), and current,  =

7.05 K) – , responses extracted
directly from the measured I–V characteristics. It can
be seen that the voltage response at both bath tem-
peratures 0.095 and 0.316 K is maximum at a reduced
voltage of about 0.65, when the electron temperatures
are almost equal. Moreover, at T = 0.095 K, it is
5.3 times larger than at 0.316 K. The current response
is slightly greater at higher temperatures. But this
advantage is ephemeral from a practical point of view,
since the current itself at this temperature is an order
of magnitude larger and the contribution of its f luctu-
ations to noise is three times greater than at T =
0.095 K. In addition, phonon noise is also corre-
spondingly larger.

For comparison with the results of [3], we use the
method proposed in it for estimating the radiation
power Prad absorbed by the receiving structure based
on the heat balance equation, which for U ≪ Vgap has

the form P0 + Prad = , where P0 is the spu-
rious room-temperature radiation. If the temperature
change due to radiation is small, then this expression
reduces to Prad = . Considering that in this
work the construction of SINIS elements is similar to
those used in our work, we use the value
Σ = 1.3 nW K–5 μm–3 from [3]. Then, at a temperature
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Fig. 3. Voltage dependences of the electron temperature in
the detector normal absorbers (left scale) and of the volt-
age and current responses (right scale) at temperatures of
(0.095 ± 0.01) K and (0.316 ± 0.02) K when irradiated
from a source heated to (7.05 ± 0.1) K.
of 0.095 K and at δTe ≪ Te, we obtain P ≈ 0.01 pW for
one NIS, and for the entire structure containing
800 NIS, we obtain (4 ± 0.4) pW. According to Fig. 3,
the maximum radiation response is 4 × 109 V/W,
which is 5 times greater than that at approximately the
same power absorbed by the detector, but given at [3]
at a substrate temperature of 0.2 K.

Thus, a direct experiment disproves expectations of
avoiding of lowering the real temperature of the SINIS
detector to achieve the ultimate responsivity. Replac-
ing dilution cryostats with 3He evacuation cryostats is
not critical, given the possibility of constructing
autonomous compact solution microcryostats [7].
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